
MUSIC 
ON THE LAWN2015

Admission: Free!

6:30pm Wednesday Evenings On the Lawn
San Juan Historical Museum • 405 Price Street

This popular local classic rock band knows how to get the audience 
dancing. Steve Cutting and crew are old hands at moving you from your 
seat to the dance floor - in this case the lawn.

Founded more than ten years ago, Hot Club Sandwich began with a 
deep reverence for Gypsy jazz of the ‘30’s and ‘40’s.  This 
Seattle-based hot-jazz string band places vintage jazz alongside classic 
Latin American songs, old-world European or even a bit of country 
twang, all layered with vocal harmonies and shout choruses. Over the 
past decade, this five-piece band and their distinctive sound has 
reached millions through performance and radio with recordings 
charting in the top 20 of the nationwide CMJ jazz charts, and it 
garners millions of online plays.

This eclectic folk and fiddle band is as good as it gets.  Sircely’s songs 
cover wide territory, from Appalachian roots all the way to more 
modern folk forms, before rounding out with a little swing, country or 
world music. Sircely’s band features work on dobro, guitar, mandolin 
and harmony vocals from Chris Herbst.

International act Camille Bloom has played in premier venues 
throughout 9 different countries and is a Gibson Guitars endorsed 
musician.  Camille combines percussive guitar with a voice that can 
‘purr and wail’.  Music Connection Magazine distinguished Camille in 
the Top 100 Independent artists of 2012 - and her latest album made 
the Top 10 Indie Releases by the Los Angeles Examiner.  Known for 
her incredibly dynamic voice and vivid songwriting, Camille continues to 
wow audiences with her high energy.

A fun, high-energy Latin band that transcends traditional boundaries to 
appeal to a wide audience.  The band plays arrangements of popular 
classics from Cuba, Colombia, Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela.  Don’t be 
surprised to hear a bit of the Beatles and American pop slip into these 
arrangements  as well as original tunes composed by band members. 

July 8: J Bots

July 15: Hot Club Sandwich

July 22: Matt Sircely Band

July 29: Camille Bloom Band

August 5: Coco Loco

Island Rec, Celebrating 31 years of 
People, Parks, Programs and Trails

1984-2015

Bring blankets or lawn chairs, a picnic if you’re hungry, and enjoy an evening of great music.

Please, no pets or alcohol, pack it in, pack it out. Thank you San Juan Island Historical Museum and St. Francis Catholic Church!


